. He is currently a principal investigator on a major grant-funded research project titled 'The register-specificity of probabilistic grammatical knowledge in English and Dutch', a project aimed at exploring the question of whether register differences lead to differences in the processes of making linguistic choices. In sharp contrast to the status quo in variationist linguistics, where register is often ignored entirely, much of Szmrecsanyi's variationist research treats register as a variable of primary importance. The findings from these studies have led Benedikt Szmrecsanyi to state that "we need more empirical/variationist work to explore the differences that register makes" (Szmrecsanyi 2017).
How is register conceptualized in variationist linguistics?
Variationist linguistics is a discipline in the field of variation studies that investigates variation between "alternate ways of saying 'the same' thing" (Labov 1972: 188) . In this spirit, variationist linguists carefully account for competing variants and draw on quantitative methodologies to model the conditioning factors that regulate the way language users choose between semantically and functionally equivalent variants.
Variationist linguistics and traditional register research thus adopt different, not always compatible perspectives on language variation and its intersection with what we may call the register-genre-style triad. According to customary definitions (see, e.g., Biber & Conrad 2012: 8) , analyzing registers means strictly speaking investigating the functional relationship(s) between a set of linguistic features and the situational context. Variationist linguistics, however, is about variation between different ways of accomplishing the same function (Labov 1972: 188) . Therefore, functional variation does by definition not come under the remit of variationist linguistics because attention is typically restricted to functionally equivalent forms (see also Biber & Conrad 2004 : 265 on this point). This is why variationist linguistics is largely agnostic about functional relationships.
Against this backdrop, it is maybe not surprising that there is quite a bit of terminological variance regarding the register-genre-style triad in the variationist literature: some variationists use the term REGISTER (e.g. Gries 2015) , some use the term GENRE (e.g. Grafmiller 2014) , and variationist sociolinguists in particular focus on STYLE (e.g. Eckert & Rickford 2001) , which is often conceptualized as the amount of attention paid to one's speech. In the corpus-based variationist literature, the concept that most researchers really have in mind when they use the terms REGISTER and GENRE comes, a tad confusingly, close to what Biber and Conrad (2012: 2) refer to as "style": aesthetic preferences that cause speakers and writers to favor particular variants in particular situations (and this also happens to be the conceptualization that underlies the case study to be presented later in this article). In actual research practice, of course, many corpus-based variationist linguists tend to rely on the register/genre distinctions built into the design of existing publicly available corpora (consider, e.g., the Brown corpus family with its 15-fold register/genre categorization -see Table 1 below) without losing much sleep over functional relationships. Sometimes, register is treated as an outright nuisance factor that needs to be controlled for in the analysis so as not to distort results. I am not aware of variationist work where the goal is the discovery of relevant register distinctions.
A second major difference in research philosophy between register research and variationist linguistics is that register analysts often aggregate over multiple features to characterize registers and register differences, the rationale being that it is hard to find individual features that comprehensively characterize registers (Biber & Conrad 2012: 9) . By contrast, orthodox variationist analysis eschews aggregation and proceeds in what Nerbonne (2009: 176) calls a "single-feature-based" mode: researchers explore individual linguistic variables, one variable at a time (typically, one variable per research paper). It is certainly true that the field is moving towards multi-variable designs (see e.g. Guy 2013; Guy & Hinskens 2016) , but the one-variableat-a-time approach is still the customary one.
A third point of difference is that while in traditional register research, the typical unit of observation is individual texts, variationist analysis is focused -as well shall see below -on individual linguistic choices. The task in variationist analysis is therefore to link register differences not to text frequencies but to linguistic choice-making. In summary, then, in variationist linguistics register is typically conceptualized as stylistic variation in aesthetic preferences. Register is thought of as one of the language-external factors (beside e.g. real time, geographic provenance, etc.) that regulates variation of individual linguistic variables. Register is specifically analyzed in terms of how it influences linguistic choices between functionally equivalent variants.
How does register relate to the research goals within variationist linguistics?
The central research goal in variationist linguistics is to understand how people choose between different ways of saying the same thing. Specifically, variationist linguists study the constraints that regulate linguistic choice-making. Constraints can be language-internal (e.g. the phonetic environment in choice contexts) or language-external (e.g. demographic factors, geography, etc.). Register, then, is one of the language-external factors that needs to be included in good models of how people choose between linguistic variants, for the sake of better understanding how language-internal and language-external constraints shape linguistic variation. I exemplify by considering the well-known alternation in the grammar of English between the prepositional dative construction, as in (1a), and the ditransitive dative construction, as in (1b):
(1) a. I've sent a message to him via a couple of different channels […] (Corpus of Global Web-based English GB G) b. I sent him a message saying I am simply going out with friends […] (Corpus of Global Web-based English AU G) Röthlisberger, Grafmiller, and Szmrecsanyi (2017) study this syntactic alternation based on corpus material sampling multiple geographic varieties of English and a range of registers. To understand how variation is constrained in the material at hand, the study fits a logistic regression model predicting dative choice based on well-known language-internal constraints (e.g. animacy of the recipient, length of the constituents) and two language-external factors, variety of English (e.g. British English versus Canadian English) and register (e.g. spokeninformal texts versus spoken-formal texts). Analysis shows that variety is a more important factor than register, but at the same the two factors interact significantly, which means that stylistic norms vary across varieties of English. Accordingly, in the Röthlisberger et al. (2017) study, register is quite central to the research goal of variationist linguistics: understanding how variation works.
With that being said, it is fair to say that register is a language-external factor that has received less attention in the variationist literature than other factors, such as social factors. Note in this connection, however, that the field is not entirely homogeneous: in Szmrecsanyi (2017) , I draw a distinction between (Labovian) variationist sociolinguistics (also known as the Language Variation and Change paradigm), and corpus-based variationist linguistics. Among other things, variationist sociolinguists are more interested in social determinants of variation than corpusbased variationist linguists, who typically focus more on language-internal constraints on variation. But also, because corpus-based variationist linguists typically rely on large, publicly available corpora that often sample multiple text types, register variation is a topic that is comparatively more important in corpus-based variationist linguistics: sometimes register is conceptualized as an key factor of substantial interest (e.g. in Szmrecsanyi 2006 , who investigates among other things how persistence/priming effects differ across registers), and sometimes register is modeled as a factor that may not be of primary interest but that needs nonetheless attention so as to not distort results and for the sake of accounting for variation (this, for instance, is the spirit of the Röthlisberger et al. 2017 study discussed above). But in either case, corpus-based variationist linguistics do care about register variation. By contrast, it seems fair to say variationist sociolinguists of the Labovian persuasion tend to be less interested in register. It is true that style and style-shifting have received ample attention in variationist sociolinguistics (see e.g. Bell 1984; Rickford & McNair-Knox 1994) . But, variationist sociolinguists rarely consider, e.g. non-spoken texts, and tend to be especially interested in vernacular speech as manifested in sociolinguistic interviews: the credo is, in a nutshell, that "variation in language is most readily observed in the vernacular of everyday life" (Tagliamonte 2012: 2; see D'Arcy & Tagliamonte 2015 for critical discussion). There are two reasons why vernacular speech has a special status in theorizing in variationist sociolinguistics: for one thing, vernacular speech is considered "the style in which the minimum attention is given to the monitoring of speech" (Labov 1972: 208) , so the vernacular is where variation is thought to be at its best (unlike, as the reasoning goes, written language, which is more "governed by prescription"; D'Arcy & Tagliamonte 2015: 255) . Second, more practically speaking, the bulk of work in variationist sociolinguistics deals with phonetic variables, where written texts and, to some extent, formal speech are irrelevant.
What have we learned about register and register variation through variationist linguistics? As far as the variationist sociolinguistic literature is concerned, there is plenty of evidence that style shifting across spoken styles, which can be seen as a form of register variation, is an excellent diagnostic of the social meaning of variation. As Rickford and Eckert (2002: 1) put it, "style is a pivotal construct in the study of sociolinguistic variation", which is why sociolinguistic interviews are designed to elicit a range of speech styles. Historically speaking, variationist sociolinguistic interest in style goes back to Labov (1966) . As indicated above, Labov essentially defined style as the attention paid to one's speech. Style shifting, then, indicates the perceived prestige of variants. For example, in the famous department store study Labov (1966) found that many department store employees are more likely to pronounce postvocalic /r/ in careful, emphatic pronunciation, which demonstrates that rhoticity is prestigious. The generalization is that careful speech increases the rate of higher-prestige variants, while casual speech increases the rate of lower-prestige variants. At the same time, style-shifting interacts with age and sex: normally, there is more style-shifting in female speech than in male speech (Eckert 2000: 195) . It should be added that more nuanced perspectives on style have been developed over the years, especially in what is known as third-wave sociolinguistics (Eckert 2018 ), but it is not clear that this work comes under the remit of variationist linguistics as defined here.
As to the corpus-based variationist literature, register has been shown time and again to be an important factor regulating variation. Recent studies that have found a significant main effect of register under multivariate control, or substantial random effects, include the following (The list is not complete.): Heylen (2005) investigates constituent order variation in varieties of German and finds that the difference between the spoken and written medium has a significant impact on variant choice;  Grondelaers, Speelman, and Geeraerts (2008) model the Dutch postverbal er ('there') retention versus omission alternation and show that register (UseNet discourse versus popular newspapers versus quality newspaper) is a significant factor in Belgian Dutch;  Levshina (2011: chapter 6) , in her study of the Dutch doen versus laten alternation, reports some significant register effects, with doen being particularly unlikely to be used in conversations and disfavored in web-based Dutch (Usenet discourse) in comparison to Dutch from newspapers;  Lohmann (2011) (2017) is concerned with the genitive alternation across a range of postcolonial varieties of English and reports that the distinction between written and spoken registers has a significant effect on variant choice;  Grafmiller and Szmrecsanyi (in press) study the particle placement alternation across varieties of English and report that according to conditional random forest analysis, register variation (written formal versus written informal versus spoken formal versus spoken informal) often has a substantial impact on variant choices.
The cumulative weight of evidence from research on style-shifting and corpus-based variationist linguistics thus suggests that register regularly 1 affects the relative frequency with which speakers and writers select particular variants. Specifically, register and style differences can be utilized as a diagnostic of prestige differentials, and in statistical models of grammatical variation based on corpus data register distinctions often improve model quality.
What are the major methodological approaches that are used to analyze or account for register in variationist linguistics?
To account for register in variationist linguistics, analysts apply the variationist method (see, e.g., Labov 1969; Sankoff 1988 ) and include register as (one of) the language-external constraints on the variation phenomenon under study. Cacoullos and Walker (2009: 326-327) concisely define the gist of the variationist method as follows:
[the variationist method] seeks to discover patterns of usage in the relative frequency of co-occurrence of linguistic forms and elements of the linguistic context. The interpretative component of the variationist method lies in identifying similar discourse functions of different constructions […] We account for the selection of variants to fulfill a particular discourse function by exhaustively extracting each instance of that function in discourse and applying quantitative techniques to determine the influences of contextual factors on the choice of form. In practice, conducting a variationist analysis of register effects consists of the following steps:
1. Selection of the variable: The analysts picks one (and traditionally, only one) variation phenomenon (also known as a linguistic variable or -in the realm of grammar -an alternation). If the analyst has a particular interest in how register shapes variation patterns, she will want to select a variation phenomenon that we have reason to believe is particularly sensitive to register differences and/or style-shifting. 2. Circumscription of the variable context: guided by the Principle of Accountability ("any variable form [...] should be reported with the proportion of cases in which the form did occur in the relevant environment, compared to the total number of cases in which it might have occurred", Labov 1969: 738, n. 20) , the analyst catalogs all variant forms and properly circumscribes the variable context to ensure that attention is restricted to only those contexts in which language users truly have a choice between all competing variants. 3. Retrieval and annotation: Based on the circumscription of the variable context in step 2, the analysts next turns to production/corpus data and identifies and extracts all relevant variant forms in the material. Subsequently, the analyst annotates each variant form for language-internal and language-external constraints on variation. To identify the set of potentially relevant language-internal constraints, analysts typically survey the literature and/or rely on intuitions. The language-external constraints are typically determined on a by-text or by-transcript basis (i.e. register, real time, demographic characteristics of the speaker/writer, and so on). 4. Analysis: The richly annotated dataset generated in step 3 is then analyzed statistically to determine the conditioning of variation using multivariate analysis methods such as logistic regression analysis or conditional random forest analysis (see, e.g., Tagliamonte & Baayen 2012 for an accessible introduction). 5. Interpretation: What do the results generated in step 4 reveal about the interaction between register and linguistic variation?
In variationist analysis, the unit of observation is thus individual linguistic choices, and not e.g. texts (see Biber, Egbert, Gray, Oppliger, & Szmrecsanyi 2016 for discussion). Relevant research questions about register include the following: how do particular registers influence the odds that people select particular variants? How powerful a predictor is register vis-à-vis other languageexternal constraints? Also, in terms of explanatory power, how does register fare vis-à-vis language-internal constraints?
What does a typical register study look like in variationist linguistics?

Selection of the variable
As an empirical case study, we will now investigate variation between relativizer which, as in (2a), and relativizer that, as in (2b): (2) a. The largest hurdle the Republicans would have to face is a state law which says that before making a first race, one of two alternative courses must be taken (Brown text A01) b. Fulton legislators work with city officials to pass enabling legislation that will permit the establishment of a fair and equitable pension plan for city employees (Brown text A01)
Which and that in contexts such as (2) qualify as different ways of saying the same thing. The research question to be addressed in this case study is the following: how important a factor is register vis-à-vis other constraints in shaping variation between the explicit relativizers which and that? We know that which-that variation is subject to a number of language-internal probabilistic constraints. We also know that written English -particularly American English -is drifting towards increased usage of that because of a process that Hinrichs, Szmrecsanyi, and Bohmann (2015: 806) call "institutionally backed colloquialization". Finally, we know that which is the incoming form that has a bookish feel to it, while that is the more colloquial variant that is widespread in vernacular language (Biber, Johansson, Leech, Conrad, & Finegan 1999: 610; Tagliamonte, Smith & Lawrence 2005) . In summary, then, which-that variation is richly constrained by language-internal and language-external constraints, which makes this alternation an interesting phenomenon to study from a variationist perspective.
Circumscription of the variable context
I adopt the circumscription of the variable context used in Hinrichs et al. (2015) . Attention is thus restricted to  finite relative clauses introduced by which and that, ignoring e.g. participial relative clauses of the type the man standing at the bar;  restrictive relative clauses, because standard English non-restrictive relative clauses (as in [3] ) only allow which. The criterion for restrictiveness is the absence of a comma preceding the relativizer, which in Standard written English is a sufficiently reliable diagnostic;  subject relative clauses (i.e. clauses where the relativizer acts as subject), because restrictive non-subject relative clauses also permit zero as a relativizer (see [4] );  relative clauses with inanimate antecedents, as animate antecedents tend to trigger the relativizers who/whom/whose (as in [5] ).
Lastly, the study ignores oblique relatives with pied-piping (as in [6]) because these categorically take which. 
Retrieval and annotation
We will re-analyze 2 a subset of the relativizer dataset analyzed in Grafmiller, Szmrecsanyi, and Hinrichs (2016) , which, in turn, largely overlaps with the relativizer dataset analyzed in Hinrichs et al. (2015) . The dataset is publicly available as supplementary materials to Grafmiller et al. (2016) (https://doi.org/10.1515/cllt-2016-0015). Variable relativizer tokens were extracted from Brown, Frown, LOB, and F-LOB (see Hinrichs, Smith, & Waibel 2010 and references therein) . Each corpus contains roughly 1 million words of written text of standard American (Brown, Frown) and British (LOB, F-LOB) English compiled in the early 1960s (Brown, LOB) and the early 1990s (Frown, F-LOB). Each corpus consists of 500 2,000-word samples representing data from 15 distinct "categories" (in Brown parlance), e.g. newspaper articles, humor writing, academic writing, and various genres of fiction. These categories can be grouped into four "genre groups" (again, in Brown parlance): (1) press, (2) general prose, (3) learned, and (4) fiction.
Extraction of variant forms was in line with the description of the variable context detailed above (in addition to subject relative clauses, the dataset also covers non-subject relative clauses, which however are not analyzed in the present study). To extract instances of relative clauses with overt relativizers, the compilers made extensive use of the Part-Of-Speech tagging available in the four corpora. For additional details on the extraction methods, see Hinrichs et al. (2015: 815-816) . In total, the subject relativizer dataset to be analyzed in the present paper spans N = 4,400 which tokens and N = 5,731 that tokens. All tokens were annotated for a suite of constraints thought to influence to the choice of relativizer. In the present study, I consider a smaller set of constraints which, according to the analysis in Hinrichs et al. (2015) and Grafmiller et al. (2016) , are particularly important:
 Preceding relativizer (PRECREL). Which relativizer was used last time the writer had a choice? The predictor distinguishes the levels 'that', 'which', 'zero', and 'none' (for when the relativizer in question is the first one encountered in a corpus file). Consider (7), where the choice context the primes which enter is preceded by the choice context The theorem which we prove.
(7)
The theorem which we prove is more general than what we have described since it works with the primary decomposition of the minimal polynomial whether or not the primes which enter are all of first degree (Brown text J18). This predictor gauges the effect of priming or structural persistence (see e.g. Gries 2005; Szmrecsanyi 2005 ): language users tend to recycle recently used grammatical variants in upcoming discourse. A univariate frequency analysis indicates that some 78.5% of that relativizers are preceded by another that, while 74.0% of which relativizers are preceded by another which.
 Part of Speech of antecedent (ANTPOS).
The annotation distinguishes two levels, 'noun' vs. 'other', to gauge the effect of antecedent pronominality independently from definiteness, and to distinguish lexically specific antecedents from 'empty' ones, as in (8).
(8) all that happens is that the better qualified teacher declines to gamble two or three years of his life on the chance that conditions at the Catholic institution will be as good as those elsewhere. (Brown text A35).
The analysis in Hinrichs et al. (2015: Table 4 ) indicates that nominal antecedents favor which, and in the dataset subject to analysis here which shows larger occurrence rates when the antecedent is nominal (44.5%) than when it is non-nominal (35.3%). The reverse is true for that (55.5% versus 64.7%).  Length of antecedent in words (ANTLN). This measure gauges the complexity of the noun phrase modified by the relative clause. Consider (9), where the antecedent (the escheat law) has a length of three words.
(9) He told the committee the measure would merely provide means of enforcing the escheat law which has been on the books "since Texas was a republic".
(Brown text A02). The analysis in Hinrichs et al. (2015: (1) press, (2) general prose, (3) learned, and (4) fiction. In the dataset under analysis, the proportion of that-relatives to which-relatives is 72.5% : 27.5% in fiction, 54.5% : 45.5% in general prose, 43.4% : 56.6% in learned writing, and 61.1% : 38.9% in press writing.  Category (CATEGORY). Relativizer proportions in the 15 categories covered in the Brown family are displayed in Table 1 .  Corpus file (CORPUSFILEID). This logs the particular corpus text in which a relativizer occurs, for the sake of modeling author idiosyncracies as a by-subject random effect in regression analysis. 
Analysis
The distributional analyses provided in the foregoing discussion suggest that we are dealing with substantial variation between relativizer which and that, conditioned by both language internaland language-external probabilistic constraints. The task before us is to model this variation statistically to determine the overall importance, effect direction, and effect size of constraints on relativizer variation under multivariate control. Multivariate control is essential to make sure that, e.g., the high rate of which (63.8%) in the Miscellaneous category (see Table 1 ) is not trivially due to the fact that relative clauses also happen to be longest (10.8 words on average, versus a global mean of 9.4 words) in the Miscellaneous category. Multivariate analysis techniques can take care of such confounds.
To evaluate the overall importance of the constraints, I begin by submitting the dataset to conditional random forest (CRF) analysis as implemented in the cforest() function in R's party package (Hothorn, Hornik & Zeileis 2006; Strobl, Boulesteix, Kneib, Augustin, & Zeilis 2008; Strobl, Boulesteix, Zeileis, & Hothorn 2007) . I skip a discussion of the technicalities and instead refer the reader to the very accessible introduction in Tagliamonte and Baayen (2012) . What is especially appealing from the point of view of the present study is that CRF can be used to straightforwardly rank constraints according to their explanatory importance. This is the purpose of the dot plot in Figure 1 , which ranks constraints on relativizer variation according to their importance. According to CRF analysis, the most important constraint on relativizer variation is PRECREL, the language-internal predictor that checks which relativizer was used last time the writer had a choice. Strong persistence/priming effects in grammatical variation have been reported before in the literature (e.g., Scherre & Naro 1991; Weiner & Labov 1983 ), but it is noteworthy that the nature of the preceding relativizer (PRECREL) is the single most important predictor of relativizer choice. The next three predictors in the ranking are all language-external in nature: VARIETY (British English versus American English), TIME (1960s versus 1990s) , and CATEGORY (which distinguishes between the 15 registers displayed in Table 1 ). In other words, regional differences are the most important language-external constraint, while register differences are least important -though it should be stressed that registers differences are still more central than most of the language-internal predictors in the model except PRECREL. For exploratory reasons, I also included the rather coarse-grained predictor GENREGROUP (press versus general prose versus learned versus fiction) in the analysis, but Figure 1 shows that its importance is limited. This appears to suggest that we really do need the full 15-fold distinction in the predictor CATEGORY to responsibly model register variation. The predictor PASSIVEACTIVERATIO scores a bit higher than relative clause length (RCLN). Lastly, according to CRF analysis properties of the antecedent (ANTPOS and ANTLN) are fairly insubstantial.
Having thus determined the overall importance of the constraints under study, I now turn to mixed-effects binary logistic regression analysis (Pinheiro & Bates 2000) as implemented in R's lme4 package (Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker 2015) to learn more about effect directions and effect strengths. Logistic regression analysis has been the workhorse analysis technique in variationist linguistics for decades -the Varbrul program (Cedergren & Sankoff 1974 ) is essentially an implementation of logistic regression. Logistic regression modeling is the closest a corpus analyst can come to conducting a controlled experiment; the technique models the combined contribution of all the factors considered in the analysis, systematically testing the probabilistic effect of each factor while holding the other factors in the model constant. In addition to so-called 'fixed effects', which are classically estimated predictors that assess the reliability of the effect of repeatable characteristics, mixed-effects modeling also includes 'random effects' to capture variation dependent on open-ended, potentially hierarchical and unbalanced groups (see Wolk et al. 2013 : 399-400 for more discussion). As fixed effects, I entered all of the language-internal factors described above plus VARIETY and TIME; as random effects, I included intercept adjustments for CATEGORY (to gauge register differences) and CORPUSFILEID (to approximate author idiosyncrasies as a so-called by-subject effects). Note here that the analyst has some leeway in deciding which factor(s) should be integrated into the fixedeffects structure, and which into the random-effects structure. In the case study at hand, it would certainly have been possible to model e.g. VARIETY as a random effect (after all, the British/American distinction is not necessarily repeatable, as the next study down the road may include, e.g., Australian English), or possibly CATEGORY as a fixed effect. But beside conceptual considerations (is a predictor repeatable or not?), more pragmatic considerations often play a role; regardless of the conceptual status of the predictor in question, the analyst may be justified in modeling a predictor as a random effect, in order not to waste precious degrees of freedom (see, e.g., Zuur, Ieno, Walker, Saveliev, & Smith 2009: 106 for discussion). Because the predictor CATEGORY has no fewer than 15 levels, modeling the predictor as a random effect is an elegant solution. The downside is that random effect modeling cannot determine if differences between levels are statistically significant or not.
Coefficients associated with the fixed effects in the resulting model are displayed in Table 2 .
(The models omits the predictor GENREGROUP, which CRF analysis has shown to be rather dispensable). The column 'estimate' displays regression coefficients. Negative coefficients disfavor the predicted outcome, which is usage of which; positive coefficients favor the predicted outcome. Let us go through the coefficients one by one. The reference level for PRECREL is 'none' (this happens when the relativizer under analysis is the first in a given corpus text). Compared to this condition, a preceding that relativizer significantly disfavors usage of which; but a preceding which relativizer significantly favors re-use of which (a preceding zero relativizer does not have a significant effect on choice between which and that). Needless to say, these effects are perfectly in line with the literature on priming. Likewise consistent with the literature (Hinrichs, Szmrecsanyi & Bohmann 2015) , nominal antecedents (ANTPOS), long antecedents (ANTLN), and long relative clauses (RCLN) all favor choice of which. Also, increased usage of the passive voice (PASSIVEACTIVERATIO) increases the odds for which (in line with Hinrichs, Szmrecsanyi, & Bohmann 2015) . As to the language-external predictors, observe that in comparison to American English, British English favors which, while texts written in the 1990s disfavor which, compared to texts written in the 1960s. In other words, we see a real time drift towards that, as described by Hinrichs, Szmrecsanyi & Bohmann (2015) .
Let us finally address the issue most germane to this article: what is the effect that register distinctions have on relativizer choice? Figure 2 displays the intercept adjustments (i.e., adjustments to the base probability that the relativizer which is chosen, all other things being equal) that the model makes for individual levels of the random effect CATEGORY. The upshot is that the register categories that most strongly favor which are -in descending order of magnitude -Miscellaneous (H), Science (J), and Belles Lettres (G). The register categories that disfavor which and instead favor that are Mystery and detective Fiction (L), Science Fiction (M), and Adventure and Western (N). To come back to an issue mentioned earlier, then, Figure 2 provides multivariate evidence that e.g. the high rate of which in the Miscellaneous category (see Table 1 ) is indeed not trivially due to the fact that relative clauses also happen to be longest in Miscellaneous: there really is a stylistic preference for which in that category.
Interpretation
As to language-internal constraints on which-that variation, the most important factor is structural persistence: there is a surprisingly strong tendency to re-use that relativizer which was used last time there was a choice, in line with the literature on priming and related phenomena (see Szmrecsanyi 2006 for extended discussion). The effect of most of the other languageinternal constraints under consideration in the present study are consistent with Rohdenburg's complexity principle (Rohdenburg 1996) , which stipulates that more explicit grammatical variants are used in cognitively more complex environments. Note now that which can be argued to be somewhat more explicit than that, thanks among other things to the fact that it contains more phonetic material than that ([wɪtʃ] or even [hwɪtʃ] versus [ðət] ). And as we have seen in regression analysis it is which that is favored when the antecedent is long (and thus arguably complex) and when the relative clause is long (and thus arguably complex). The positive correlation between the predictor PASSIVEACTIVERATIO and usage of which suggests that the increasing popularity of that is not primarily an outcome of the fact that 20 th century style guides prescribe that in restrictive relative clauses ("Careful writers [...] go which-hunting, remove the defining whiches and by so doing improve their work"; Strunk & White 1999: 59) . Instead, the variation patterns seem to be regulated by formality (see Hinrichs, Szmrecsanyi & Bohmann 2015 for discussion): which-users tend to consistently opt for formal linguistic options. The hierarchy of importance (Figure 1 ) of the three language-external constraints we studied is variety > time > register. Register differences are thus less important than geographic contrasts or real time drifts, but on the other hand register differences are more important than most of the language-internal constraints except for PRECREL (priming) . Analysis of the effect directions shows that that the real-time drift towards relative that is significant, all other things being equal, and that it is led by American English.
With regard to register differences, we see that writers have aesthetic preferences such that informational registers (e.g., science texts) are particularly hospitable towards which, while imaginative registers (e.g., mystery and detective fiction) are particularly hospitable towards that. This distribution certainly supports the established view in the literature (e.g., Biber et al. 1999: 610; Tagliamonte, Smith & Lawrence 2005) that that is the more vernacular variant, compared to "bookish" which. Now, as we saw in the introductory section, interpreting variationist findings in terms of functional relationships is problematic because the variationist methodology stricto sensu requires analysts to restrict attention to functionally equivalent constructions and forms. But that being said, one could reasonably argue that the function of that is to establish a less formal, more vernacular tone, while the function of which is to establish a more formal, "bookish" tone.
What are the most promising areas of future register research in variationist linguistics?
The research record suggests that register/genre/style distinctions are important ingredients in variationist accounts of the relative frequencies with which speakers and writer use linguistic variants. In the case study reported in the previous section, register happens to be a slightly less important factor overall than other language-external predictors (real time and regional differences), but other alternations may be differentially sensitive to register distinctionsfurther research into this issue is clearly needed. Also, variationist linguists are going to have to address deeper theoretical questions about the register-genre-style triad. It is possible, and indeed likely, that the way that register has been modeled in the bulk of the previous literature is simplistic, in that register is typically modeled merely as a main effect (as was done in the case study in this article). This implicitly assumes that, yes, particular registers may favor usage of particular variants, but also that the way language-internal constraints (e.g., length effects) regulate variation stays constant across registers. But, we do not know about the extent to which language users, when they have the choice between different ways of saying the same thing, draw on different choice-making processes in different registers.
This issue is loaded theoretically but under-investigated empirically. In the variationist sociolinguistic community, there is a sense that variation grammars are stable across styles:
For the most part, stylistic variation is quantitatively simple, involving raising or lowering the selection frequency of socially sensitive variables without altering other grammatical constraints on variant selection; indeed, it is commonly assumed in VR [Variable Rule, BS] analyses that the grammar is unchanged in stylistic variation. (Guy 2005: 562 ; see also Labov 2010: 265; Rickford 2014: 596) Guy's claim may indeed be correct if attention is restricted to style-shifting in sociolinguistic interviews. It is not clear, however that this quantitative simplicity easily generalizes to "real" register variation, e.g., variation across speech and writing (see Szmrecsanyi 2017 for discussion), and so, it is odd that corpus-based variationist linguists have tended to ignore this issue. A notable exception to this negligence is Grafmiller (2014) , who, based on corpora such as the Switchboard corpus and the Boston University Noun Phrase Corpus, investigates the English genitive alternation, as in (1d1). The genitive alternation is conditioned by a range of semantic, syntactic and phonological constraints. Grafmiller models these constraints across some six different registers/genres (conversation, learned writing, non-fiction, general fiction, western fiction, press). His analysis uncovers significant interactions between register and the probabilistic weights that languageinternal constraints on genitive variation have. In model 1 (p. 482), for example, no less than five of the nine language-internal constraints under study (possessor animacy, possessor givenness, possessor/possessum length, type-token ratio, possessor text frequency) turn out to have significantly different effect sizes across registers. This can be interpreted as evidence that grammar is not unchanged in register variation and that language users do indeed adjust their choice-making processes to the situational context.
If we reasonably assume that English genitive variation is not entirely atypical, massive register specificity à la Grafmiller (2014) These are the type of questions where the theoretically responsible intersection of register studies and variationist linguistics can substantially advance theorizing in usage-based linguistics.
